
Littlebrook Substation Case Study

Part of Network Rail's planned improvement works for the power 
supply for the south east region involved the upgrade of Littlebrook 
Traction Paralleling Hut (TP Hut) into a fully operational substation. 
This site was rail-locked with
only pedestrian access
available. Access was agreed
with local land owners and a
temporary haul road installed.

The actual site was long and
narrow (about 70 metres long
by 7 metres wide) and involved
an initial site strip / mass
excavation to establish the
overall site level before any
construction works could start.
This site strip took place over a
weekend possession using a 30
tonne excavator and an 8 tonne
excavator together with three
dumpers. Approx 900m3 of soil
was excavated and all the
arisings were distributed evenly
on Network Rail land. 

Due to the close proximity of the work site to the running rails and 
the requirement that we would need to work during the hours the 
trains were running, all staff were given a detailed Adjacent Line 
Open (ALO) briefing and a substantial ALO fence was erected along 
the site boundary. This fence was installed to prevent any item of 
plant straying into the path of oncoming trains. When the installation

Illustration 1: Temporary access road



of this fence brought us to within a metre of a live High Voltage (HV) 
feeder cable the works had to be conducted under line blocks and 
HV switch-outs.

After the fence was installed 
and all ALO measures were put 
in place and signed off, the next
phase of work could begin. This
involved installing a king post 
retaining wall along the length 
of the site to retain the land 
that was at a higher level on 
the other side of the boundary 
fence. 

The main body of work, the 
construction of the two bunded
transformer bases and module 
slabs, had to be done in 
piecemeal fashion. Due to the 
narrowness of the site, each 
base had to be completely 
constructed before the next 
one could be started.  

The construction of these bases
involved establishing a firm 

foundation and using a specially adapted Doka form work system to 
install the bund walls and transformer base. On the inside surface of 
these shutters was a unistrut fixing system that would become 
integral with the bund wall and the transformer base once the walls 
were poured. 

Illustration 2: King post wall, troughs, tanks and bases



The bunded tank walls and transformer bases were formed with C50 
Grade concrete which, during the summer months, can be difficult to
handle due to the high cement content and high ambient 
temperature. 

The next phase of the work was to
import concrete troughs and install
this to form routes for the various
HV / LV / comms cables that
interconnect the apparatus on site.
We also assisted in the installation
of the cables. When this was
complete we installed a 168 metre
long footpath, complete with a
staircase and hand rails, to facilitate
future safe access to the apparatus.
Then we finished the site with
recycled track ballast and installed a
number of internal footpaths within
the substation.     

The delivery of the electrical units
to site coincided with established
commissioning dates, so it was
much to our client's relief that our
construction work was achieved on
time.  
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